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Response to referee comments
Terrain changes from images acquired on opportunistic flights by SFM
photogrammetry
Girod, L., Nuth, C., Kääb, A., Etzelmüller, B., and Kohler, J.
The Cryosphere Discuss., doi:10.5194/tc‐2016‐228, 2016
We would first like to thank the three reviewers for their constructive contribution an input that
helped clarify and focus the paper. Detailed responses are provided below (in bold), together with
a mark‐up manuscript version where the changes are highlighted.
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Ethan Welty (Referee Comment #1)
This paper outlines a study in which a pair of detailed and relatively accurate digital elevation models
are produced and georeferenced with cheaply‐acquired photographs and surveyed camera positions.
Given the proliferation of consumer‐grade digital cameras and handheld GPS devices, and the power
and versatility of modern computer vision algorithms, I believe this is an important research direction
for the study of landscape change.
However, the method presented is not novel, as the authors claim: "The novelty in our method is the
ability to link GNSS data to images without a physical or electronic link." (Abstract)
In fact, it very closely resembles the method we used in Welty et al. 2013 "Cameras as clocks", Section
5.1. (https://www.igsoc.org/journal/59/214/j12J126.pdf) We took pictures from an airborne platform
using a consumer‐grade digital camera, collected GPS positions with a handheld receiver, used SfM
algorithms to compute the relative scene and camera geometry, calculated the time offset between
the GPS clock display and the image capture times recorded by the camera (and the offset between
the GPS clock display and a calibrated reference clock display), used the calculated time offset to
interpolate camera positions using the image capture times and the GPS tracklog, and georeferenced
the scene using the best‐fitting 7‐parameter transformation between the relative SfM camera
positions and interpolated world camera positions. We repeated the last steps for a range of time
offsets – calculating the camera position errors and DEM elevation errors (using a same‐day
conventional reference DEM) as validations of the time offset we had estimated.
The only deviation from our method that I can identify is that you fitted piecewise linear lapse times
to the embedded image capture times rather than use the embedded capture times as reported by
the camera. This is a clever solution for a camera set to time lapse mode if the camera only reports
capture time to 1‐second precision. Although you don’t actually specify if this was the case for the
GoPro you used – is the SubSecTimeOriginal EXIF field blank? – Figure 2 suggests this is the case. So I
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would strongly recommend stressing and expanding on this specific, novel aspect of the method and
otherwise placing your work in the context of what has already been done.
The method presented here is certainly inspired and built upon the work made in "Cameras as
clocks", and this is now more obvious in the text. The main improvement is indeed the ability of
our variation to deal with unreliable time stamps and unstable lapse times. To make both the
precursor to the method and the method itself more clear, section 2.3 is re‐written.
I would also add that even without the improvement made here, this paper would present the first
application of the method from "Cameras as clocks" in the literature.
You raise the question of sub‐second time reporting in camera through the <SubSecTimeOriginal>
EXIF tag, and this is a valid point. However, this tag is not standard and absent on most low end
camera (including the GoPro used in our test) that I would be willing to strap with a makeshift
attachment to an aircraft. This tag is also, when present, of arguable precision and accuracy, even
on costly apparatus, as you have shown on Fig 2 of "Cameras as clocks". The potential use of that
tag is now mentioned in the revised version of the paper.
The IceCam may provide an other opportunity to build on previous work. The Canon 5D Mark II
cameras it uses are consumer‐grade (albeit more costly than the GoPro) and thus it would be very
instructive, as a comparison to using an independent GPS tracklog, to describe in detail how its GPS
system is linked to image capture by the cameras for robust camera positions.
Concerning the IceCam, a thorough description of the system and data quality is out of the scope
of this paper and was discussed in the cited (Divine et al., 2016) paper.
Finally, I’m curious why you chose to rely on scene‐based calibration instead of calibrating the single
camera in "the lab" using a known scene geometry (typically, a checker‐board pattern) and freely
available software? This would reduce the number of free parameters in the SfM bundle adjustment.
GoPros (and most cameras) are not thermally stable in their calibration, and the vibration of the
aircraft is probably also affecting the stability of the lens. "Lab" calibration of the camera was
attempted but did not improve the quality of the model.
I’m not familiar with the study region, and the research being undertaken there, to speak to the
significance of the results.
The attached pdf includes many smaller comments, questions for clarification, and suggested edits.
The annotations were made in Adobe Acrobat X v10.1.16. If they are not readable, I can try to provide
them in another format. Please also note the supplement to this comment: http://www.the‐
cryosphere‐discuss.net/tc‐2016‐228/tc‐2016‐228‐RC1‐supplement.pdf
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About the main in line comments in the supplementary file:













page 2 line 25 : external intervalometer are indeed available, but requiring them in our
method makes it harder to put in action (Can we expect people to have one in their
pockets? How to safely and reliably attach it to the aircraft and to the camera?). Some
modern cameras also have wireless connectivity and a smartphone may be able to act as
an intervalometer, but this is not yet generalized (and in our very specific case, impossible
to use because Ny Ålesund is a radio silent area).
page 4 line 11: the cameras were pointed at a 60hz computer screen displaying a clock with
0.01s precision. While hardly a scientific instrument, this is reliable enough for our purpose.
page 5 line 1: because the exif time tag is only precise to a second, it may be off to up to
0.99...s, equivalent to tens of meters of travel. We therefore need to overpass the simple
read of the exif tag. The equation for just reading the exif ( "Time(i)=TimeEXIF(i)" ) could be
displayed here but is not of great interest. As detailed further, the first equation is not
good enough to work out the "real" times.
page 5 line 20: agreed, it will be made more obvious.
page 8 line 9: given the appearance of the terrain, it is not always easy to manually notice
sub pixel motion blur. In any case, the effects were not noticeable. A blur amplitude
prediction was conducted to clarify this sentence in the paper (see the table in the answer
to RC4).
page 9 fig 6 : A close‐up picture of the GoPro attached to the cargo hook will replace the
product shot (see figure below).
page 10 line 1 : this is a typo, the z‐axis (nadir) is of course the axis in question.
page 10 fig 7: the bumps are the four large ones in the blue line (z‐axis), text will be made
clearer.
page 14 line 5: we mean bias, since we believe is it most likely from the
submergence/emergence of the glacier, not captured by the in‐situ mass balance stake
measurements.
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The smaller grammatical, syntactic and figure design comments will be taken into account. Labels
in figures were improved as suggested.
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Jean‐Michel Friedt (Referee Comments #2‐3)

116
117
118
119

The authors address the use of opportunistic flights to acquire aerial images of a glacier and the
surrounding periglacial environment to reconstruct DEMs. Having done so at two different dates,
Difference of DEMs is considered to assess geomorphological changes and glacier evolution, and
compare their result to classical in‐situ ablation stake mass balance estimates.
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The only sentence I find questionable is p.7 top paragraph last 3 lines, where the use of a helicopter to
reach remote glaciers is an opportunity "to hitchhike on these flights", which is a bit surprising for a
site selected for its proximity to Ny Ålesund at walking distance.
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The notion of "remote glaciers" is indeed not related to our specific test survey, as
MidtreLovénbreen is indeed easily reachable by foot from Ny Ålesund (I have made the walk
myself). The flights we hitchhiked on were however bound to Kronebreen, a glacier much harder to
reach in the summer, especially away from its front, and the flight path goes somehow over
MidtreLovénbreen.
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Since the authors were kind enough to exploit opensource software for SfM processing, would they
mind sharing the procedure used to generate Fig. 3 ? Is this generated by systematically sweeping the
time offset ? What option in which micmac tool is used, and what indicator is used as the residual ? Is
this the topic discussed in the MicMac documentation section 13.3.4 Embedded GPS Conversion:
OriConvert and the Delay option?
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The procedure used to generate Fig3 is indeed based on sweeping the time offsets, first roughly (1s
steps), then at a higher resolution (0.1s steps). Used as an error indicator is the fitting error
between the position of each point in the time fitted GPS data and the final estimated camera
position, as seen in Fig 7 (it’s what is blurted out by “mm3d CenterBascule”). The GPS data itself is
a spline interpolation on the GPS logged positions (1Hz). The rewritten Section 2.3 makes this
clearer.
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The possibility to use "mm3d OriConvert" and "mm3d CenterBascule" as described in section
13.3.4.2 of the MicMac documentation to estimate the GPS delay was not available when the
processing of this data was done, and would in any case not be the appropriate way to deal with
the issue presented here, as it assumes a constant GPS delay, not an insufficient precision in the
camera EXIF time tag.
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Being a bit surprised by the low resolution of the DEM with respect to the expected flight altitude (2
and 1 m, p.10), and considering that only the central 2500x2500 pixels are kept, what GoPro
recording mode was selected and what was the field of view ? What could have been the achievable
pixel size when the helicopter was flying at 1500 m altitude? Could selecting a low enough resolution,
in which only the usable pixels are recorded, have solved some of the SD card latency issues?
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The final resolution of the DEMs are guided by the somehow low quality of the imagery, and the
loss of correlation at full resolution, especially because of the snowy condition for the 2014 data
(the actual mean GSD is about 0.56m in 2014 and 0.45m in 2015).
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To maximize the overlap in case of a higher flight speed/lower flight height, the images were
captured in "wide" mode with the full resolution of the sensor of the GoPro H3+BE (4000*3000px).
Since the overlap during the actual flights proved to be more than enough, and the
distortion/variation in view angles at the edge of the images more a problem than a source of data,
the images were cropped. Using another capture mode may have helped with the memory
overflow (it was not tested), but no "central square" option is available ("Ultra Wide, Medium" is
7MP 3000 x 2250).
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As a sequel to yesterday’s comment, I wonder if you could comment on the flight path of the
helicopter over the glacier. Indeed, I have myself been attempting to generate DEM from the
Lufttransport flight leaving Ny Ålesund and flying over the glaciers we are interested in, but the linear
path of the plane makes the resulting DEM very unstable in terms of rotation around the flight path
axis (where GPS error will obviously induce errors that are not compensated for by the next
pictures).Your dedicated flight path does not introduce such a limitation.
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To be able to use our method, the flight path indeed needs to be non‐linear. I would expect that if
a pilot agrees to have a camera attached to their aircraft, they could also agree to perform some
sort of turn (even a relatively small zigzag would be enough) during the acquisition. I am afraid that
our method is not quite good enough for reliable "out of the window of an airliner"
photogrammetry, an endeavour I would in any case not recommend due to the distortion caused
by airplane windows (usually not so flat, and not so clean), and the very off‐nadir view angle
usually achievable (even if this can be dealt with). A paragraph on flight trajectory was added to
section 2.1.
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Michael Smith (Referee Comment #4)

175
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178
179

One of your recurring comment seems to be that better gear and better accessory data (GCPs for
instance) would make this method "not needed". This is absolutely true, however, such things are
not always available (see other comments bellow) and the aim of this method is to circumvent the
shortcomings of what is indeed available at the time of acquisition. We have tried to make this aim
clearer in the paper.
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This paper presents the idea of “opportunistic flights” where photos are acquired by allowing a
camera to “hitch” a ride on a pre‐booked research flight and using a low‐tech approach to collect
non‐metric photos. The paper is well written and illustrated, with appropriate quantitative
approaches. There are several points the authors make that are worth highlighting:
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Errors are associated with the level of accuracy inherent in the method, the poor quality
camera and a low contrast scene with high dynamic range
The novelty lies in linking the timed GNSS points to the most appropriate photos. It’s a good
use of “extra” imagery and low cost acquisition of data that can bolster research is to be
lauded. It is not too dissimilar to the original aims of SfM which had volunteered geographic
information (VGI) in the form of photos scraped off websites as a source for point‐cloud
reconstruction. So, yes, there is NO novelty in using SfM to acquire (poor) quality photos of
glaciated terrain and generate DEMs from them. The question is, is there enough novelty in
synchronizing the camera and GNSS clocks to warrant a full paper?

193
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Section 2.1:

195
196

Covers the hardware and would benefit from examples of appropriate cameras (not in the
conclusions), the estimated accuracy of the GNSS and optimal camera network design.
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We abstained from recommending cameras at that stage because we did not test other
cameras in this context and other issues could arise from them (stability issues, difficulty to
mount to an aircraft...).
The absolute accuracy of a code‐based GNSS tracker in movement inside of a helicopter is
not so easy to evaluate, and is fairly bad (few meters at best).
The camera network design is not necessarily that controllable in the cases envisioned, our
flight plans were only vaguely followed by the non‐photogrammetric‐flight‐specialist pilot
for instance. But as pointed out in the Referee Comment 3 (RC3), a straight line would be
an issue. We added a comment on the necessity of at least some form of turn or zigzag in
the flight trajectory.
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Section 2.3:

208
209
210
211

The authors have identified a lag in the EXIF time stamps of the photos on the GoPro used. Crucially,
were any other cameras tested? Is this a problem on a Ricoh GR, Nikon Coolpix A or Sony A7? If it isn’t,
then this is a non‐issue. Don’t use the GoPro. This is a serious weakness as it simply demonstrates a
numerical technique to overcome a limitation in a cheap camera.
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217
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Time stamps are never perfect, but the regularity of a time‐lapse is indeed camera and memory
card dependent. On "better" equipment, part of the method might indeed not be necessary. As
pointed out in RC1, the SubSecTimeOriginal EXIF tag is present in some cameras (including the
Nikon Coolpix A and Sony A7 cited here) and would attenuate the issue (if the tag is accurate and
precise enough, which is not the case for all cameras that embed it). The advantage of our method
is its robustness against cheap cameras, and such cameras might be the only ones available to an
underfunded research project, or the only ones that someone would be willing to strap more or
less precariously to an aircraft (I (LG) would personally refrain from ductaping a Sony A7 to the
landing gear of an helicopter). Our method could also be very useful as a backup if the "good"
camera/GNSS system fails (corrupted memory card, failing battery or other issues).
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The technique itself is well described, well illustrated and well implemented. There is actually no
experimental design outlined – yes, you provide detail to the method used to correct the GNSS points,
but at the start of section 2, give a brief paragraph in outline form detailing *exactly* how the data
will be analysed and how it will be assessed.
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The introduction of the paper now contains a better overview of the outline in the following form :

227
228
229
230
231
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233
234

We first present our generic method, then our test area, the specific survey (data acquired,
specific equipment used, data processing, and additional datasets for comparison). We use
this method to generate two DEMs from our low‐cost equipment. The accuracy of the
generated DEMs are analyzed based upon comparisons with professional surveyed DEMs.
DEMs are compared in regions considered stable and statistics are used for quantifying
their accuracy. In summary, we aim to show the improvements gained by including a few
additional steps within the common SFM pipeline. We close with a brief initial
geomorphological analysis and interpretation conducted from our products.

235
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A standard technique would be to test immobile points on the image with known coordinates. Can
these not be extracted from the UltraCam imagery in sufficient detail? Or, use GCPs extracted from
the UltraCam imagery to perform the geocorrection? It’s surprising that this hasn’t been undertaken
to see how it compares to the use of the Garmin GNSS data. Again, if this is sufficient then the
correction isn’t needed.

240
241
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243

By design, we decided not to use GCP (either collected on the ground of from trustworthy data) in
our process, as they may not be available when this method would be applied in the future. We
used a model obtained from a much higher end system (the ICE cam) to estimate the quality of our
results.

244

Section 4.1:

245
246

Provide estimates of the pixel size for the flight heights, along with estimates of motion blur using
standard photogrammetric methods.

247
248
249

The original images should be made available and they should be summarized (statistically) to
highlight the range of aperture, shutter speed and ISO settings. Also note the effective aperture and
focal length.

250
251
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253

A “Data availability” section is now added to the end of the paper, stating that the data is available
on request. Given that the images add up to a data volume of over 4GB, they cannot be made
available as supplementary data to the paper and we do not have a distribution system setup for
this kind of data.

254
255
256

Estimate of pixel size, motion blur amplitude (reasonable and not noticeably affecting the results)
as well as image statistics and comments on saturation are now added to that section in the form
of the following table:

257
258
259

The camera is poor and ill‐suited to the work you have used it for. You ideally need to use one of the
cameras noted above or in your conclusions.

260
261
262
263

We are aware (and agree in the conclusion) that GoPros are ill suited to this kind of work but it is
the camera that we had at the time of the (indeed opportunistic) survey in 2014. We however still
managed to get acceptable results out of it, and we would expect that it is the type of equipment
that a number of teams have available when in the field. A comment was added in the conclusion.

264

Did the sensor saturate on any of the photos?

265

No saturation was detected, but the absence of contrast on large area of fresh snow is obvious.

266

What is the dynamic range of the GoPro at the highest ISO settings you used?

267
268

ISO was always at 100, GoPro does not provide a Dynamic Range estimate (their marketing style is
more composed of statement like “AMAZING” than numbers).

269

It would be useful to see a full list of all the estimated errors and where they come from.

270

See next comment.

271

Section 5:

272
273
274

Well presented but it focuses on DoD which both have errors associated with them. One of the big
problems here is that you are dealing with “whole system” error, not just the contribution from the
GNSS, which is the novel part of the paper. What is the experimental design to test for this?

275
276
277
278

We indeed deal with "whole system" errors (even multi‐system errors), and the error sources are
mixing themselves. Purely synthetic tests would show more clearly the error sources, but would
lack "real life" conclusiveness. This real life conclusiveness is what is provided by the glacial/pro‐
glacial analysis.

279
280

Why not flip this around and use GCPs from the Ultracam imagery and assess the difference with the
GoPro DEMs (in the same way as TS check points)?

281
282

This could indeed be done, but we preferred using independent data for the validation (Ultracam
ICEcam DEMs). The figure bellow shows the improvement offered by the method.

283
284

The glacial examples are interesting in and of themselves but they don’t add to the technical aspects
of the paper and can be removed.

285
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287
288
289
290
291

Again, what is provided by the glacial/pro‐glacial analysis is a real life proof that actual geoscience
data can be gathered with this method, not just accurate products to be archived. Moreover, one
of the motivations for this study is to generate DEMs over mass balance glaciers for continuous
estimates of the geodetic mass balance. Many glacier groups measuring mass balance require
flight transport to their glaciers. In these cases, DEMs can be generated on almost an annual basis
in order to constrain field measurements and biases that commonly accumulate over time (i.e.
Zemp et al., 2013).

292

A table outlining all the DoDs generated would help to see what was compared with what.

293
294

All kind of comparisons were made; the ones that seemed of interest are used to illustrate diverse
points along the paper.

295
296
297
298

Overall the method used to correct the time lag introduced by the camera is elegant and well
described, but the *effect* on the accuracy of the DEM is not demonstrated and the poor camera and
large elements of error involved in various stages means that the conclusions that can be drawn are
limited. And the method is possibly not needed if GCPs or a different camera are used.

299
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304
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307
308
309

This was a great point, Thanks! We will add a comparison of the DEM produced using only a linear
time delay to the EXIF times estimated from a picture of the GNSS tracker displaying just before
the flight and with our method. We can see in the figure bellow that the un‐refined data shows a
clear distortion caused by the strain imposed by the bad geotagging. The application of a single
refined delay as suggested by (Welty et al. 2013) improves the result dramatically already and our
method only improves it slightly. However, the reduction of local strains in the bundle adjustment
offered by our method is not insignificant and the end‐of‐line improvements on the DEM are not
inexistent. They would also scale with aircraft speed (our survey was conducted at relatively slow
speed). In any case, we believe that, as this paper is the first application of (Welty et al. 2013)’s
method (in an improved form), the presented method is still novel and would still be if the method
was not improved.
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Abstract. Acquiring
data to analyze change in topography is often a costly endeavour requiring either extensive, potentially
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
risky,
fieldwork and/or expensive equipment or commercial data. Bringing the cost down while keeping the precision and
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
accuracy
has been a focus in geoscience in recent years. Structure from motion (SfM) photogrammetric techniques are emerg:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ing as powerful tools for surveying, at very ::::
with ::::::
modern:::::::::
algorithm :::
and:::::
large:::::::::
computing::::::
power :::::::
allowing:::
for:::
the::::::::::
production
5

of
accurate and detailed data from low-cost, informal surveys. The high spatial and temporal resolution , geomorphological
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
permits:::
the::::::::::
monitoring ::
of:::::::::::::::
geomorphological:::::::
features:undergoing relatively rapid change, such as glaciers, moraines,
objects ::::::
or landslides. Modern software and computing power allows production of accurate data from low-cost surveys, compared to
that:::::
takes adtraditional photogrammetry conducted from dedicated fixed-wing aircraft missions. We present a method to take :::
vantage of light-transport flights conducting other missions to opportunistically collect imagery for geomorphological analysis.

10

consumer-grade::::::
camera::::
and :a::::::
simple
We test and validate an approach in which we attach simple cameras and GNSS receivers :a:::::::::::::
code-based
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver to a helicopter to collect data when the flight path covers an
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
area of interest. The novelty in our method is Our
method is based and builds upon (Welty et al., 2013), showing the ability
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
to link GNSS data to images without a complex
physical or electronic link:,::::
even::::
with:::::::::
imprecise ::::::
camera::::::
clocks :::
and::::::::
irregular
:::::::
time-lapses.
As a proof of concept, we conducted two test surveys:, in September 2014 and 2015:, :over the glacier Midtre
:::::::::

15

Lovénbreen and its forefield, in northwestern Svalbard. We were able to derive elevation change estimates complementing
comparable
to in-situ mass balance measurements using the glaciological method. Furthermore, we detect and analyze stake
::::::::::::
::::
measurements.
The accuracy and precision of our DEMs allow detection and analysis of a number of processes in the proglacial
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
area, including :::
the :::::::
presence::
of:thermokarst and the evolution of water channels.
1

20

Introduction

The capability of High
spatial and temporal resolution surveys produced by structure from motion (SfM) photogrammetric
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
techniques to survey geomorphological objects , are
emerging as powerful tools for studying geomorphological objects such
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
as glaciers, moraines or landslides, at very high spatial and temporal resolutions, is emerging as a powerful tool for better
quantification and understanding the associated geomorphic processesand
landslides. Modern software and large
computing
:::::::::::
::::
power allow us to produce accurate :::
and:::::::
detailed data from relatively low-cost surveys that
can be conducted with little planning.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1

In this study, we present a method to take advantage of light-transport flights to collect imagery for precise DEM ::::::
Digital
Elevation
Model (DEM) and orthoimage generation, to be used in geomorphological analysis.
::::::::::::::::::::
The typical SfM pipeline (Figure 1) creates :::::::
produces:a georeferenced DEM and orthoimage from input imagery and geolocation data (Snavely et al., 2008; Niethammer et al., 2010; Westoby et al., 2012; Kääb et al., 2014; James and Robson, 2014;
5

Ouédraogo et al., 2014; Tonkin et al., 2015; Nolan et al., 2015; Galland et al., 2016; Eltner et al., 2016). NormallyTypically,
:::::::
the camera’s intrinsic
parameters (sensor and optics) are determined first, along with the relative picture camera
locations and
:::::::
::::::
pointing angles from the photogrammetry itself. Then, by combining this information with surveyed
camera position (from
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
embedded GNSS data):and/or ground control points (GCPs), an accurate absolute ::::::::::::
georeferenced reconstruction of the terrain
is generated through dense multi-stereo :::::::::
multi-view :::::
stereo:matching.

10

Our method exploits the malleability of SfM photogrammetry, compared to classical photogrammetry, regarding flight path
and aircraft stability. In this study, we test and validate an approach to attach simple cameras and consumer-grade GNSS
devices to an aircraft on other missions, with the aim of collecting data when the flight path is over an area of interest. ::::
This
paper
is motivated and grounded in the concepts introduced in “Cameras as Clocks” (Welty et al., 2013) and herein we aim
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
to present a practical, hands-on application, assessment and improvement of these concepts within SfM photogrammetry. In

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15

addition,
we aim to generate accurate DEMs without the use of Ground Control Points (GCPs), as these may not be available
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
at
high enough precisions over regions covered by opportunistic flights. The novelty in our method is the way in which we
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
link the
method lies in the way the GNSS information to is::::::::::
connected ::
to :::
the imagery, without the physical or electronic link
::::::::::::::::::::::
typically found in high-precision purpose-built hardware. The virtual
absence of associated costs allows for failed trials and
::::::
if properly archived.
the collection of a surplus of images that could also be used for other projects when ::

20

Standard SfM Photogrammetry processing workflow. Green boxes are processes and grey boxes are products.
We first present the our
generic method, then our test area, the specific survey (data acquired, specific equipment used, data
:::
processing, and additional datasets for comparison), and finish .:::
We:::
use::::
this ::::::
method::
to::::::::
generate :::
two::::::
DEMs ::::
from:::
our::::::::
low-cost
equipment.
The accuracy of the generated DEMs are analyzed based upon comparisons with professional surveyed DEMs.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
DEMs
are compared in regions considered stable and statistics are used for quantifying their accuracy. In summary, we aim to
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

25

show the improvements gained by including a few additional steps within the common SFM pipeline. We close with a brief
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

initial geomorphological analysis and interpretation conducted from our products.
geomorphological research goals are to detect and quantify surface changes of glacial and pro-glacial
Our specific The
::::
surfaces. In particular, the measurement of glacier geodetic balance from glacier elevation changes complements traditional
in-situ measurements of mass balance (e.g. (Zemp et al., 2010; Andreassen et al., 2016)), for instance in order to detect by
::
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detecting bias in the in-situ estimates and to provide ::::::::
providing:basis for calibrating or correcting for such biases (Zemp et al.,
::::::::

2013). Associated with glacier wastage and climatic change, a number of other geomorphological processes occur in the proglacial environment, particularly associated with for
example related to buried ice, frozen ground and hydrological processes.
::::::::::::::::::
methods for easily collecting digital elevation models over glaciers and the surrounding terrain,
In this study, we derive present
::::::
for example, combined with annual mass balance surveys that often require helicopter or fixed wing transport.

2

Figure 1. :::::::
Standard :::
SfM:::::::::::::
photogrammetry ::::::::
processing::::::::
workflow. ::::
Green:::::
boxes:::
are ::::::::
processing ::::
steps :::
and::::
grey ::::
boxes:::
are :::::::
products.

3

2

Generic methodology:::::::
method

2.1

Acquisition hardware and
flight plan
::::::::::::

step is data acquisition, following the general principle that it should allow opportunistic
The first generic step of our method ::::
data-gathering. Therefore, the ::::
The associated hardware list and
flight path recommendation presented below is not specificbut
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

rather;::::::
rather, :it:includes the key characteristics that must should
be satisfied. The actual example equipment used for our study
::::::
is described in section 4.1.
Cameras : Cameras for this method of surveying must have a few key characteristics. They should : The
cameras and lenses
:::::::::::::::::::
used
should be easy to attach to any potential aircraft (or have available attachment come
with mounting kits); be weather::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::
resistant; have good battery life; have good image quality (reasonably sharp, good dynamic range and low electronic noise);
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and have an integrated time-lapse function. The
characteristics of a specific camera might make it adapted for a certain survey
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
and
not another.
:::::::::::::
receiver:can be used for this method (e.g. a Garmin
GNSS : A simple low-cost consumer-grade code-based GNSS tracker ::::::
positions at a relatively high frequency (1 Hz is an
style hand-held hiking
GPS). It must be able to record positions in a log log
::::::::::
:::::
acceptable value).

15

Aircraft : By implicationdefinition,
control over the type of aircraft is limited in our opportunistic method. The aircraft just
:::::::
needs to have space to securely attach the camera in an adequate position (i.e. the camera should look straight down, and have
a free view to the survey object), and there should be a place for the GNSS tracker where signal reception is acceptable.
2.2

Data processing workflow

Flight
trajectory : For this method to work, the flight trajectory cannot be a straight line at constant speed. Indeed, the process
::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
20

described
in section 2.3 is based on the fitting of two independent estimate of the trajectory of the flight and fitting a line to a
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
line
has a degree of freedom that cannot be solved. If a typical photogrammetric flight path composed of several lines of flight
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
is
not an option (because of legal restrictions or time constraints for instance), a zig-zag in the trajectory or a couple of gently
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
banked
turns should give enough geometry to the acquisition for the method to perform.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2.2

25

Data
processing workflow
::::::::::::::::::::::

Once data is acquired, it is processed through a typical SfM photogrammetric pipeline (see Figure 1). For our processing,
we We
use the free and open-source integrated photogrammetric library MicMac, developed at the French National Institute
:::
of Geographic and Forest Information (IGN) (Pierrot-Deseilligny and Clery, 2011; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2016; PierrotDeseilligny, 2016)). MicMac is a highly versatile tool in which the user is in control of the processing parameters and can
check intermediate resultsunderway, such as the calibration of the cameras, the relative ::::::
camera :positions, and the residuals
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of the absolute orientation transformation. Such capability is crucial for our method because the georeferencing information

4

acquired by the (not quite embedded) GNSS system needs to be linked to the images through the non-trivial process discussed
below.
2.3

Link between the cameras and the GNSS tracker

To estimate camera positions in geographic coordinates:::::::
absolute ::::::
camera::::::::
positions, each picture must be linked to the GNSS
5

track. This should be possible to do by using the time tag in the images’ metadata :::
and::::::::
matching :it::::
with:::
the:::::::
position::::::::
recorded ::
in
the
GNSS log for that time. However, camera clocks are neither precise nor accurate (Welty et al., 2013). Typically, time is only
:::::::::::::::::::::
recorded with a 1-second precision . In addition, even if we should expect a camera time-lapse mode to take pictures regularly,
it is hardly the case. We performed in-lab measurements on a static GoPro H3+BE, using a sufficiently fast memory card to
prevent the camera’s buffer from filling, and found a 0.1 ± 0.1s variation in the actual lapse time (LT ) between two pictures, for
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the constant lapse time programmed in the camera. If the memory card is not fast enough to write a constant flow of images,
the buffer of the camera often gets filled, yielding additional irregular delays on the time between images (up to one extra
second in our case). Plotting the T imeStampexpected VS T imeStampEXIF space shows jumps of one second every time the
higher-end cameras do embed a tag called SubSecTimeOriginal that
accumulated delay exceeds one second (figure 3) . (some
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
provide sub-second time stamps, with varied level of precision).

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15

Differences between expected time stamps of pictures for a 30-minute period with a lapse time of one second and the EXIF
time stamp recovered from the first 1800 images of a GoProH3+BE. Results are either for a relatively slow micro-SD card
(64GB SanDisk Ultra microSDXC Class 10 UHS-I) or a fast card (32GB SanDisk Extrem Plus microSDHC UHS-I/U3). The
fast card diverges by only 2s after 30 minutes, while the slow card diverges by 134s at a visibly irregular rate.
Given that the actual lapse times are different to those expected, we have to approximate the time-stamp T imei for each

20

picture by finding the parameters in
T imei = DelayGP S−0 + T imeEXIF0 + LTinter−image × i,
where DelayGP S−0 is the difference between the camera
2.3.1

Existing
solution to the problem
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

In (Welty et al., 2013), the issue of absolute accuracy (GN SS

6= Camera

) is tackled by assessing the time offset

T ime
T ime ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

25

between
the GNSS tracker clock and the GPS clock for the first image, T imeEXIF0 the camera clock for the first image
::::::::::::::::::::::
and LTinter−image the lapse time between the acquisition of two pictures. LTinter−image can be approximated by dividing
the difference in camera-registered time between the first and last pictures by the total number of pictures, e.g. ::::::
camera :::::
clock
(Delay
:
GN SS−Camera ) :
:::::::::::::::::::

T:::::
imei = (DelayGN SS−Camera +T imeEXIF n − T imeEXIF0 )/(n − 1).i ,
:

::::::::::::::::::

5

(1)

It can also be estimated more robustly, especially in cases where LTinter−image is inconsistent, by performing a piecewise
linear regression in the ImageN umber vs. T imeStampEXIF space. In that case, each image is linked with an associated
time T0−i that separates its acquisition to the acquisition of the first image . We then use

T imei = DelayGP S−0 + T imeEXIF0 + T0−i
to associate a time to each image.

5

The other parameter , DelayGP S−0 , can also:::::
where::::::
T imei::::
and :::::::::::
T imeEXIFi::::::::::
respectively:::
the::::::::
estimated::::
time::
of::::::::::
acquisition
and
the recorded EXIF time tag of image i. The parameter DelayGN SS−Camera::::
can be easily estimated by taking a picture of
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the screen of the GNSS receiver, comparing the time displayed on the GNSS receiver image to the time stamp in the image metaDelayGN SS−Camera ≈ 0.
data, or by setting the camera time as accurately as possible shortly before the flight, such that DelayGP S−0 ≈ 0:::::::::::::::::::::
10

Of course, both methods only yield an approximate value , a value that is:::
that:::
is, :::
for :::::::
instance,:only as accurate and precise as
the GPS receiver display, for instance. The actual value needs to be refined further.
This refinement is performed by minimizing the root-mean-square (RMS) difference between the fitting of the camera’s
relative positions, as solved from the SfM photogrammetry, to the simulated camera positions along the GPS track assuming
different values of DelayGP S−0::::::::::::::::
DelayGP S−Camera . For each set of such simulated positions, a seven-parameter transforma-
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tion is computed:

w

L = λ × w Rrs × (rs L − w C rs ),

(2)

where w C rs , w Rrs and λ are the translation vector, rotation matrix and scaling factor between the relative and absolute
coordinate systems, and

rs

L and w L are the coordinates of a point in the two systems. The parameters computed through

least-square adjustment provide the best fit between the two trajectories, and the distances between the simulated positions and
20

the positions resulting from the adjusted transformation provide an estimate of the accuracy of the simulated positions. Figure
The
fitting error between the position of each point in the time fitted GPS data and the final estimated camera position is used
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
as the quality indicator and the solution yielding the lowest error provides the value of Delay

.

GP S−Camera :
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2.3.2

Improvement
of the method
::::::::::::::::::::::::

An
additional consideration is that even if we could expect a camera time-lapse mode to take pictures regularly, it is hardly
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
25

the
case. We performed in-lab measurements on a static GoPro H3+BE pointed at a 60Hz screen displaying a timer with
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
0.01s
precision, using a sufficiently fast memory card to prevent the camera’s buffer from filling, and found a 0.1 ± 0.1s
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
variation
in the actual lapse time (LT ) between two pictures, for the constant lapse time programmed in the camera. If
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the memory card is not fast enough to write a constant flow of images, the buffer of the camera often gets filled, yielding

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

additional
irregular delays on the time between images (up to one extra second in our case). Plotting T imeStampexpected
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
30

versus
T imeStampEXIF − T imeStampexpected::::
(the::::::::
deviation:::::
from :::
the :::::::
expected:::::
time ::::::
stamp) :::::
shows::::::
jumps ::
of::::
one ::::::
second
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
6

Figure 2. :::::
Mean ::::::
residuals::
in::
x,::
y :::
and :z:::
and::::::::
Cartesian ::::::
distance ::
D ::
of ::::::::
differences:::::::
between :::
raw ::::
GPS :::::::
positions :::
and ::::::::::::::
SfM-reconstructed ::::::
relative
positions,
as a function of different start-time DelayGP S−Camera0 :::::
offsets:::::::
between :::
GPS::::
and ::::::
camera. ::
a) :::::
search :::
area::::
from::::
-3.5 :
to::::
+3.5::
s, ::
in
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
0.5-s
increments; b) finer-scale are from 1.5 to 3.0 s in 0.1-s increments. The best value is found at ≈ DelayGP S−0 = 2.3s. ::::
Note :::
that ::
the::
z
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
coordinate
is nearly independent of DelayGP S−Camera0 ,::::::
because:::
the ::::
flight::::
used :::
here::::
was mostly
at a constant altitude.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::

every
time the accumulated delay exceeds one second (visible in the red line in Figure 3) as well as irregularly spaced jumps
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
when the buffer gets filled (visible in the blue line). The method presented by (Welty et al., 2013) does not solve for sub-second

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

variations
or error in the EXIF time stamp, which can lead to local strains on the solution proportional to the flight speed.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Given that the EXIF time stamps can not be trusted, an estimate of the delay between the camera clock and the GPS clock

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

5

for
the first image (DelayGP S−Camera0 )::
as::::
well::
as:::
the:::::
actual:::::
lapse:::::
times :::
are ::::::
needed ::
to ::::::::::
approximate:::
the::::::::::
time-stamp ::::::
T imei ::
at
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
sub-second
precision for each picture. We therefore need to find the parameters in
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

T imei = DelayGP S−Camera0 + T imeEXIF0 + T0−i

(3)

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

where
T imeEXIF0 ::
is ::
the:::::::
camera ::::
clock:::
for:::
the::::
first :::::
image:::
and:::::
T0−i :::
the ::::
time :::::::
between :::
the :::::::::
acquisition ::
of :::
the :::
first::::::
picture::::
and
:::::::::::::::::
the
i-th picture. T0−i ::::
need::
to::
be:::::::::
estimated :::::::
robustly ::
in ::::
cases::::::
where :::
the ::::
lapse:::::
times:::
are:::::::::::
inconsistent. ::
By::::::::::
performing:a:::::::::
piecewise
:::::::::::::::::
10

linear
regression in the ImageN umber vs. T imeStampEXIF :::::
space,:::
we :::
can:::::::
estimate:::
the::::
drift::
of:::
the:::::::::
sub-second:::::::
camera ::::
time
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
between
each image. The value of DelayGP S−Camera0 :is:::::
then ::::::::
estimated ::
in:::
the:::::
same ::::
way ::
as::
in:::::::::::::::::
(Welty et al., 2013). ::::::
Figure
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2 shows the mean residuals of such a fit as a function of different DelayGP S−0 Delay
GP S−Camera0 values in our 2015 test
:::::::::::::::::
survey (Section 4).
Mean residuals in x, y and z coordinates and in Cartesian distance D of differences between raw GPS positions and
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SfM-reconstructed relative positions, as a function of different start-time DelayGP S−1 offsets between GPS and camera.
7

Figure 3. :::::::::
Differences ::::::
between:::::::
expected::::
time :::::
stamps::
of::::::
pictures:::
for:a::::::::
30-minute:::::
period::::
with:a::::
lapse::::
time::
of:::
one::::::
second :::
and :::
the ::::
EXIF::::
time
stamp recovered from the first 1800 images of a GoProH3+BE. Results are either for a relatively slow micro-SD card (64GB SanDisk Ultra

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

microSDXC
Class 10 UHS-I) or a fast card (32GB SanDisk Extrem Plus microSDHC UHS-I/U3). The fast card diverges by only 2s after 30
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
minutes,
while the slow card diverges by 134s at a visibly irregular rate.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

a: search area from -3.5 to +3.5 seconds, in 0.5-s increments; b) finer-scale are from 1.5 to 3.0 seconds in 0.1-s increments. The
best value is found at ≈ DelayGP S−1 = 2.3s. Note that the Z coordinate is nearly independent of the DelayGP S−1 , because
the flight used here was mostly at a constant altitude.

3
5

Study area

Our study area is in the vicinity of the Ny-Ålesund research base, in northwest Svalbard (78°53’N - 12°03’E, figure 4). NyÅlesund is characterized by a comparatively mild but nonetheless Arctic climate, whose mean annual temperatures is with
a
:::::
mean
annual temperature of ≈ −6◦ C (Førland et al., 2012), and where there is continuous permafrost up to ca. 400 m thick
:::::::::::::::::::::::
(Liestøl, 1977; Humlum et al., 2003). Glaciers cover ca. 60% of Svalbard’s land area, and comprise a variety of ice caps,
tidewater glaciers, valley glaciers, and cirque glaciers. Svalbard glaciers are typically polythermal (Björnsson et al., 1996),
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with a temperate accumulation area and cold marginal areas, where the ice is frozen to the bed. This thermal regime gives
rise to glacier-marginal land systems in which the glacier’s
forefield is underlain by permafrost and remnants of glacier ice
::
from previous glacier advances (e.g. (Etzelmüller and Hagen, 2005). Ice-cored moraines are predominantpredominate,
and
::::::::::
are at present in different stages from stable to areas undergoing ::::::::::
experiencing:downwasting and thermokarst processes (e.g.
(Etzelmüller, 2000)).

8

Our study site is Midtre Lovénbreen, a well-studied glacier with a wealth of background ::::::
historic:data. It is ≈ 5km2 , and
peninsula. Midtre Lovénbreen has one of the longest
is situated in a north-facing catchment on the peninsula Brøggerhalvøya ::::::::
continuous mass-balance records in the High Arctic (Hagen and Liestøl, 1990; Kohler et al., 2007). As part of the long-term
mass balance monitoring, the glacier has a system of stakes frozen into the ice. Precise positions of these stakes have been
5

measured using dual-phase GNSS equipment bi-annually since 1999. The glacier forefield of Midtre Lovénbreen comprises a
large moraine system, with some parts potentially underlain by ice (Tonkin et al., 2015). The study area provides an ideal test
site for our work since a helicopter is required to access other glaciers nearby, and is typically available in late summer and
early autumn. Thus we are able to hitchhike on these flights with our simple camera setup, described in detail below.

Figure 4. Location of Midtre Lovenbreen on Svalbard (map from http://toposvalbard.npolar.no/) and a 2010 ortho-image of the area.
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4

Data and methods specific to the case study

4.1

Data Acquisition

Two test surveys (September 2014-09-15 and 2015-09-03) were conducted over the glacier and its forefield during routine
helicopter flights to other nearby areas. Having surveys on two consecutive years allowed us to check the repeatability of the
5

method as well as its ability to detect annual changes.
The two surveys were conducted under very different weather conditions, which led to distinctly different glacier surfaces
(Figures 5 and 9):
– In 2014, there is a thin layer of fresh snow on the ice and ground. There are long, sharp shadows due to clear skies and
the low sun-angle of late September at this high latitude.

10

– In 2015, there is no snow yet, so the images show bare ground and ice. There are no shadows due to overcast conditions
on the day of the survey.
The different light conditions led to different camera parameters::::::
settings. The surface brightness during the 2014 flight made
the camera choose an average exposure time of 1/1500 s, while the darker conditions in 2015 led to an average exposure time
of 1/500 s. It is questionable whether this was sufficiently fast to avoid motion blur, thus the 2015 survey images may contain

15

a slight rolling shutter distortion, that is, images are stretched in the y-axis, corresponding to the flight direction.

Figure 5. Sample images from our surveys (left : 2014 ; right : 2015)

The aircraft used was an Eurocopter AS350 helicopter. The camera is easily attached to the cargo swing from with
standard
::::
action-camera accessories (green marker in figure 6). We acquired data by making a detour on flights going to a neighboring

10

Table 1.::::::
Statistic:::::::
summary::
of:::
the:::::
image ::::::::
parameters
Parameter
::::::::
Focal
::::

2014 Survey

2015
Survey
:::::::::

::::::::::

2.8mm (35mm eq : 15mm ) - Fish-Eye

Aperture

f/2.8

ISO
:::

100

:::::::

Exposure
Time
:::::::::::
Mean
GSD
:::::::::
Blur
::::

1/1774 ± 1/426s

1/596 ± 1/289s

::::::::::::::

:::::::::::::

−1
0.56m.pix
::::::::::

0.40m.pix−1
:::::::::::

0.07 ± 0.03pix

0.63
± 0.27pix
:::::::::::

::::::::::::

glacier. The 2015 acquisition was performed in parallel with an IceCam survey (section 4.4.2). The surveys took about 10
minutes each, flying at average altitudes and speeds of 1500m and 35ms−1 in 2014, and 1100m and 50ms−1 in 2015.
For our camera, we used a GoPro Hero 3+ Black Edition. At a relatively low price, it offers durable construction, decent
of accessories for attaching to an aircraft’s under-body, landing gear, carrying latch or
image quality and a varierty variety
::::::::
5

other locations. In addition, it offers a wide field of view that, at the cost of fish-eye distortion, ensures good coverage of the
whole area of interest. Fish-eye lenses are typically hard to calibrate simultaneously within the SfM process from in-flight nadir
images; however, one can perform a calibration separately (e.g. in the lab, or under more suitable geometric ground conditions)
and input it into the orientation step. In a case such as this study where the topography is very rugged and its variation is more
than half of the flight height, simultaneous in-flight calibration (also called auto-calibration) is actually possible. It
should also
:::::::::::
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be noted that the calibration of a camera is temperature sensitive (especially lower-end models), which pushes the balance in

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

favour
of in-flight calibration. Figure 5 shows sample images from the surveys . :::
and:::::
Table::
1 ::::
gives::
a ::::::
statistic::::::::
summary:::
of :::
the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
image
parameters. The camera was set in Protune mode and the images do not display saturation. For both surveys, the camera
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
was set to take a picture at 1 Hz:::::
every ::::::
second.
The GNSS system was a hand-held consumer-grade hiking GPS device, the GARMIN GPSmap 60CSx. After installing the
15

camera on the helicopter and initializing image acquisitions, we acquired pictures of the Garmin GPS display showing the time
for about one minute. Then, prior to take-off, the GPS receiver was placed in the front of the nose of the helicopter, close to the
lower front window (see red marker in figure 6). After the flight, we again acquired pictures of the GPS time display in order
to calibrate the image acquisition times.
4.2

20

Processing

Once the images and GPS track were obtained, a visual check confirmed that the data were good and ready for processing.
Because the helicopter flew higher than expected on both surveys, we were able to crop the image to keep only the 2500×2500
pixels around the center of the GoPro images, where image quality is best and distortion is minimized, while nonetheless
maintaining sufficient overlap between images. The first part of the SfM photogrammetric process (automatic tie-point iden-
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Figure 6. GARMIN GPSmap 60CSx – Eurocopter AS350 (picture taken in Ny Ålesund, right before take-off in Sept 2014) – GoPro H3+BE

tification, followed by auto-calibration and computation of the cameras camera
relative positions and orientations) was then
::::::
performed.
section 2.3, the segmented linear regression method :a ::::::::
piecewise:::::
linear:::::::::
regression estimated
Using the methods proposed in of
::
the T0−i values measured and the seven-parameter transformation residual minimization method resulted in estimated values
5

for DelayGP S−0 of and Delay
of::::
4.7s :::
and::::
2.3s:in 2014 and 2015, respectively.
GP S−Camera0 ::
:::::::::::::::::
Calibration errors are common when performing auto-calibration using nadir images and may lead to a high-order bias (or
doming effect, e.g. (James and Robson, 2014)) affecting the precision of the DEM. Therefore, we refined the auto-calibration
through GNSS-guided bundle adjustment using the camera coordinates computed from DelayGP S−0 Delay
GP S−Camera0
:::::::::::::::::
and all the T0−i to constrain the x-, y-, and z-axes, with higher weights on the x-axis :::::
z-axis:since it is the most sensitive to
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calibration errors. The z-coordinates also vary smoothly along the flight, and a strong temporal coherence in the GNSS data
can therefore be expected for that component. The residuals for all images before and after that step are presented in Figure
7. From this final orientation and calibration, DEMs and orthoimages at 2-m ground-sampling distance (GSD; ::::
with :::
2m :(2014)
and 1-m GSD 1:::
m (2015) ground-sampling
distance (GSD) were extracted using the MicMac software.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
4.3

15

DEMs and orthoimages

The above processing resulted in the creation of DEMs and orthoimages over the glacier and its moraine. However, during the
2014 flight, the light snow cover on the surface ::::::
during ::
the:::::
2014:::::
flight, especially in the upper glacier , :::
and:combined with the
bright sunshine and long shadowsto ,:create a high global radiometric dynamic; this lead to a limited local dynamic range in
the images captured by the camera. An absence of coherent features made the correlation phase fail in the upper half regions
::::::
of the glacier (Figure 8) for the 2014 survey.
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Figure 7. Residuals of the fit between the GNSS-extracted positions and the relative SfM-based orientation of the images, before and after
the GNSS-guided bundle adjustment for the 2015 flight. There is a systematic error in the z-axis coming from a misestimated focal length
(each of the 4 ”bumps” in the blue
line representing the residuals in the z-axis in the upper panel corresponds to a line of flight (Figure
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
9)). Right-hand panels show the DEM differences to a reference DEM from 2010. The non-compensated DEM (upper-right panel) has a
significantly stronger dome-shaped distortion pattern. After correction, the magnitude of the doming is less than the precision of the GPS.
Table 2. Characteristic of the products

4.4

Method

Ultracam

GoPro

IceCam

Year

2010

2014/2015

2015

GSD

0.25m

2m/1m

0.5m

Product

DEM+Ortho

DEM+Ortho

DEM+Ortho

Additional datasets

To validate our data and perform surface elevation change analysis, we gathered two additional data sets from different sources.
Table 2 compiles the key information and Figure 9 shows the orthoimages and flight paths of all data sets.
4.4.1
5

UltracamXP 2010

In 2010, the Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI) commissioned photogrammetric flights over the study area, as part of a Svalbardwide photogrammetry campaign. The camera system used was a Microsoft Vexcel UltracamXP digital aerial mapping sys13

Figure 8. Correlation scores for 2014 (left) and 2015 (right) GoPro flights. White indicates perfect correlation, shades of gray imperfect
correlation and black no correlation. :::
For :::
both:::::::
surveys, ::
the:::::::::::
accumulation :::
area:::::::
presents ::::
lower:::::::::
correlation :::::
scores :::::::::
(correlation :::
even:::::
failed:::
for
the
2014 survey).
::::::::::::

tem (Microsoft, 2016) with a 60/20 overlap. This professional photogrammetric system is fully integrated and outputs pansharpened images at 0.25 m GSD, with associated GPS/INS information. We processed the images with MicMac to create a
DEM and an orthoimage, using the in-flight GPS information for georeferencing.
4.4.2
5

IceCam 2015

The IceCam system (Divine et al., 2016) was designed to retrieve small-scale sea ice topography. It was flown in September
2015 to assess its use for larger-scale land surveys. The hardware component of the system comprises two Canon 5D Mark
II cameras, a combined Novatel GPS/INS unit, and a laser altimeter mounted in a single enclosure outside the helicopter.
The altimeter has a limited range and could not be used for this survey. The images were also processed with MicMac in
a similar way as the UltracamXP 2010 dataset, creating a DEM and an orthoimage, using the in-flight GPS information for

10

georeferencing.

14

Figure 9. Orthoimages produced for the UltraCam data of 2010 (left), GoPro 2014 (middle) and GoPro 2015 (right). Flight lines are indicated
in red.

5

Results and interpretations

5.1

DEM comparisons

First, all DEMs were compared to each other, focusing on areas with assumed stable terrain (i.e. off-glacier). Because of the
low absolute accuracy of the low-cost code-based GPS tracker and
the remaining errors in the modeled camera capture times,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

DEM differencing reveals patterns related to translations and rotations between the DEMs. We co-registered the DEMs using a
modified version of the algorithm of (Nuth and Kääb, 2011), which incorporates rotations about the x- and y-axes, in addition
to the 3-D translation:

dh = a × cos(b˘aspect) × tan(slope) + c + d × x + e × y,

(4)

where dh is elevation difference, a and b describe the translation vector amplitude and direction respectively, c is the mean
10

vertical difference, and d and e are the rotation parameters describing a linear plane rotated about the x- and y-axes. Translations
were typically on the order of a few meters.
To assess the quality of our products :::
and::::::::
evaluate :::
the :::::::::::
improvement :::
that::::
can ::
be:::::::::
attributed ::
to :::
the ::::::
camera::::
time::::::::::
refinements,
we compared the :::
two:2015 GoPro product products
with the 2015 IceCam DEM, which is made from images acquired on the
:::::::
same flight. The
first product (Figure 10, top) is computed without the camera time refinements presented in section 2.3 while
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15

the
second (Figure 10, bottom) includes the refinements. These differences reveal a standard deviation after co-registration of
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1.92m for the whole scene ::
of::::::
3.87m :::
and::::::
1.93m::::::::::
respectively:::
for:::
the::::::::
unrefined::::
and::::::
refined:::::::
method, after removal of obvious
15

outliers(Figure 10). This value is :. :::::
These::::::
values :::
are however still affected by the remaining doming effect mostly seen at the
edges of the survey area,:::::
most :::::
likely :::::::
resulting::::
from:::
the::::::::
imperfect:::::::
camera calibration
(Figure 7, lower right panel; Figure 10, left
:::::::::
panel:::::
panels). In the lower glacier area, where correlation is good in both data sets and where the doming effect only minimally
affects the data, the standard deviation is 0.46m. 1.19m
and 0.47m respectively for the unrefined and refined method. It is quite
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

obvious
in the top left panel of Figure 10 that the strains imposed by the inaccurate EXIF time stamps creates a distortion in the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
model
: the DEM difference shows errors in Z coherent with errors in XY in different directions in different area of the model
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
with
a boundary along the center of the scene (with negative errors in Z moving from southern slopes to northern slopes).
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
We then co-register and difference the 2014 and 2015 DEMs with each other and with the 2010 DEM. A number of features
are visible in our difference maps but the two main geomorphological phenomena that are visible in the data are the thickness

10

change of the glacier and thermokarst processes at the western lateral glacier moraine. Figure 12 shows profiles of the DEMs
both phenomena (see positions of the profiles on Figure 11).
and DEM difference maps over for
::
5.2

Glacier elevation changes

As part of the Midtre Lovénbreen mass balance program conducted by the Norwegian Polar Institute, in-situ glacier stakes are
surveyed and measured bi-annually. Differential dual-phase GNSS is used to measure elevations of the tops of stakes, which
15

are frozen into the ice surface. Distances to the local ice surface are measured using a tape from the stake top to a pole lying
on the uneven ice surface, oriented in two positions, to yield an average elevation of the ice surface in the immediate vicinity
of the stake. The difference between two such measurements made in autumn represents the change in the ice elevation over a
year, as well as an additional component due to the movement of the stake downslope. We estimate and remove the latter by
using the horizontal annual velocity multiplied by the tangent of the slope at the stake, as determined from the 2010 DEM.

20

Typically, during glacier retreat, greatest ice loss is at the glacier tongue, and decreases upglacier. From 2010 to 2015, the
Our 2014 to 2015 differences show a significant annual
tongue of Midtre Lovenbreen has lost up to 14 m of ice thickness.
:::::::
change :::::
reveal:::::::::
significant ::::::
annual ::::::
changes:of up to -3 m. The comparison Comparison
of the DEM differences at the position of
::::::::::
the stakes with the stake measurement::::::::::::
measurements provides a completely independent evaluation of the quality and reliability
of our method. Figure 13 shows the position of the stakes and the observed bias in height difference. The bias between the 2010

25

reference data and the 2015 data that we produced (computed for stakes 1 to 11) is 0.08 ± 0.19my−1 while the bias between
the 2014 and 2015 flight (computed for stakes 1 to 4 only) is −0.61 ± 0.46my−1 . The residual bias is a combination of the
remaining doming of the DEMs from the imperfect camera calibration (±0.46m) as well as the bias from the glaciological
stake measurements, estimated to be 0.28my−1 . The observed trend in bias with elevation in the 2010-2015 difference (Figure
13) is coherent with the submergence/emergence of ice with about 20my−1 :::::::
0.2my−1: on the tongue, 0my−1 at the dynamic

30

−1
ELA and −20my−1 −0.2my
in the accumulation area.
:::::::::

Since the whole glacier is covered by our 2015 survey, we can estimate an average elevation change for the whole area
covered by it ::::::::::
glacier-wide::::::::
elevation::::::
change:between 2010 and 2015 as well. 2015.
The mean elevation change over
5 years
:::::
::::::::::
at the stake positions is −3.06 ± 0.46 m over 5 years with our method, and −3.51 ± 1.42 m from the stake measurements.
The mean elevation change integrated over the entire surface covered by the two DEMs is −2.85 ± 0.46 m. The similarity
16

Figure 10. DEM differences between simultaneous IceCam and GoPro surveys of 2015. :::
Top :::
row::::::
without:::::
refined::::::
camera:::::
times,::::::
bottom row
:::
with
refinements. Residual doming is evident even
in the refined
GoPro survey, as well as areas where either the IceCam or the GoPro surveys
:::::::::::::
:::
:::::
failed to produce useful data because of a lack of texture in the images (fresh snow, for instance). A histogram ::::::::
Histograms:of the differences,
after removal of outliers (dH > 10m), is shown to the right for the whole scene and for the glacier only.

in point-based and area-based mean elevation change indicates that the glacier stake measurements represent well are
good
:::::::
whole:::::::
glaciers.
representative
of the changes occurring over the glaciers as a whole:::::
:::::::::::::::::
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Figure 11. DEM difference map of the tongue of the glacier between 2010 and 2015. In red are the two lines from which profiles were
extracted, ‘a’ for the ice-cored moraine and ‘b’ for the glacier terminus.

5.3

Pro-glacial area

To evaluate the performance of the DEMs produced and make geomorphological interpretations for the pro-glacial area of
Midtre Lovénbreen, we focus on the following zones: the left (western) lateral ice-cored moraine; the proglacial dead ice area;
and the main glacier runoff channel (Figure 14).
5

The most prominent elevation differences between the 2010 and 2015 DEMs in the proglacial area can be found along
the left lateral moraine (Figure 14b). This moraine is, like many similar ones on Svalbard, ice-cored (Etzelmüller, 2000) and
thus potentially subject to thermokarst processes (Kääb and Haeberli, 2001). In fact, strongest elevation losses of up to 2
−1
occured at thermokarst lakes and ice fronts where substantial ice loss occurred over the 5 year period is
m/yr happen 2my
:::::::::::::

observed. Even between the 2014 and the 2015 DEMs ice melt at the margin of thermokarst lakes and retreat of ice fronts can

18

Figure 12. Profiles extracted from the 2010, 2014 and 2015 DEMs, and DEM differences associated with them. Top is profile ‘a’ from Figure
11 and bottom is profile ‘b’. Blue lines are DEM differences (scale on the left axis) while red and orange are the DEM values (scale on the
right axis, red is the older of the two DEMs).

be detected, both on the left lateral ice-cored moraine and at other thermokarst lakes on the proglacial dead-ice area (Figure
::::::
14b).
::::

Also, other sections of the ice-cored moraine without clearly visible thermokarst depressions show surface lowering of up
to 1 m/yr and more (Figure
14b). This points to the fact that the debris cover over the ice deposits is thinner than the local
::::::::::
5

permafrost active layer so that the annual zero-degree isotherm reaches the ice and is able to melt substantial amounts of it
(Etzelmüller, 2000; Tonkin et al., 2015). The enhanced lowering rates 2010-2015 on the ice-cored moraine area give a clear
spatial pattern, suggesting that ground-ice contents or debris-cover characteristics could well be mapped and investigated from
elevation changes such as derived in this study (cf. (Tonkin et al., 2015)). For this purpose we also see no difference, regardless
of whether the 2015 GoPro or the 2015 IceCam DEMs are used. Both reveal similar results because the actual elevation changes

10

clearly exceed the combined uncertainty of the respective DEM differences to the 2010 UltraCam DEM.
19

Figure 13. Top : position of mass balance stakes overlayed on the DEM difference for 2010-2015 (left) and 2014-2015 (right). Bottom :
Height variation at the stake positions according to the DEMs (x-axis) versus according to the stake measurements (y-axis).

The maximum lowering rates seen over intact debris-cover on the ice-cored moraine exceed values found by (Tonkin et al.,
2015) for 2003-2014 on the lateral moraine/dead-ice area at neighboring Austre Lovénbreen, hinting to higher ice content or
thinner debris cover for the western lateral moraine of Midtre Lovénbreen. Our DEM area also covers the dead-ice/ice-cored
moraine area investigated by (Tonkin et al., 2015) for 2003-2014, and we find a similar pattern and similar lowering rates as
5

found by these authors (not
shown in Figure 14).
::::::::::::::::::::
We also assess changes over the (potential) dead-ice areas in front of Midtre Lovénbreen (Figure
14c and d). Besides some
:::::::::::::::
−1
thermokarst lakes growing in the glacier forefield, in which local lowering rates are up to 1 m/yr 1my
due to expanding lake
::::::

shores, surface lowering rates elsewhere seem to be close to or within the uncertainty of the DEM differences, and can be seen
as residual zonal DEM shifts, long-wavelength vertical distortions, or image stripe patterns . We thus choose to only interpret
10

local variations in elevation changes that should not be affected by the above errors with longer wavelengths.
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Figure 14. a) Hillshade of the glacier forefield from the 2015 GoPro-derived DEM. Rectangles b) - d) indicate the location of respective
panels of the lower row of the figure. b) Elevation changes 2010-2015 over a section of the lateral ice-cored moraine with the position of
thermokarst lakes indicated. c) Elevation changes 2010-2015 over a section of the central forefield with icing. d) Elevation changes 20102015 over proglacial channels; glacier terminus to the lower left; elevation changes underlain by the hillshade to better indicate channel
positions.
−1
There seem to be sections with lowering rates of up to around 0.1 m/yr 0.1my
over 2010-2015, but also areas that seem
::::::::

to change little. Most of the local patterns of elevation changes coincide with spatial variations in landforms. For instance, the
borders of some (thermokarst?) depressions seem to erode and thus produce elevation loss. Also, where the glacier forefield
has a rough topography with depressions and small hills typical for thermokarst areas, a spatially variable pattern of elevation
5

changes is visible. In contrast, where the glacier forefield topography is more smooth, the elevation changes also display less
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spatial variations. In one area of the forefield there was surface icing present in both 2010 and 2015; DEM differencing showed
that the ice accumulation is 1.5 – 2 m lower in 2015 compared to 2010 (Figure 14c). In sum, there is a contrasting pattern of
−1
mostly stable or lowering surface elevations of up to about -0.1 m/yr −0.1my
over the proglacial area that seems to reflect
:::::::::

patterns in ground ice loss and erosive processes. A detailed quantitative analysis with the DEMs produced and over the time
5

period investigated, however, is difficult as a pattern of higher-order DEM biases of the same order of magnitude overlays the
geomorphological signals related to most of the dead-ice processes present in the glacier forefield investigated. Etzelmüller
(2000) also investigated elevation changes on ice-cored moraines and dead-ice areas, but not on Midtre Lovénbreen. His
elevation change rates found over ::::::::
Elevation::::::
change::::
rates:::::
from 1970-1990 , though, are fully in line agreement
with our above
:::::::::
findings.
As a third landform example we describe elevation changes 2010-2015 over the main glacier :::::
runoff: stream (Figure 14d).

10

Over its entire reach in the forefield there are elevation losses exceeding those on the surrounding areas, of up to 6 m over the
5-year period, at places where the stream cut a new path through the moraine material. Lateral channel erosion of up to 5 m
over the 5-year period can be seen at the margins of steep stream flanks ::::::
(Figure::::
14d). Also, where the stream area gets wider
and more braided in the forefield we find elevation loss of about 0.5 m over the 5-year period, more than on the surrounding,
15

roughly stable terrain, and a loss that is probably due to stream bed erosion during periods of high discharge. Outside of
the glacier forefield, imagery shows some sediment fan accumulating with new deposits. Elevation gains at these locations
are some 10s of cm, with a spatially consistent pattern, although the change is not statistically significant with respect to the
combined accuracy of our DEM differences.
5.4

20

6

Conclusions
Conclusions
::::::::::

to derive high-resolution DEMs and orthoimages using simple, inexpensive offWe present a methodology of deriving method
::::::::::::::
the-shelf cameras and code-based hand-held GNSS receivers , mounted on airborne platforms. The core of the methodology
is to synchronize ::::::
method::
is ::::::::::::
synchronizing the inaccurate photograph ::::::
capture:times with the GNSS receiver timer clock
during
:::::
the SfM processing. We illustrate our methodology over an Artic :::
By :::::
doing :::
so, ::
we::::::
refrain:::::
from ::::::::
requiring :::::::
accurate:::::
GCPs::::
and
25

can
generate DEMs fully automatically without human intervention (i.e. no need to manually define GCPs). We illustrate this
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
approach
over an Arctic glacier, Midtre Lovénbreen on Svalbard, using opportunistic helicopter flights performed for other
::::::::::::::::::::
purposes. In our case study, we are easily able to detect glacier thickness changes over a 5-year period, but also over one year,
although the latter results are more sensitive to the small biases resulting from the imperfection of the camera orientation and
calibrationphotogrammetric
solution. In comparison to the stake-derived in-situ elevation differences, the higher-order DEM
::::::::::::::::::::

30

biases are relatively most significant over one year but are reduced dramatically when differencing over many years.
Our results show the potential to derive accurate DEMs of a glacier from opportunistic flights, for example, as combined
with in-situ mass-balance surveys of the glacier in our study site. In this manner, the acquisition of DEMs and subsequent
DEM differences for deriving the geodetic balance over mass balance glaciers :::::::
geodetic::::::
glacier:::::
mass :::::::
balance is simpler and
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more easily acquired for those monitoring these glaciers. Our methods can help further the application of photogrammetry
to non-experts needing high-quality terrain products. As one application scenario, photogrammetric DEMs could be easily
acquired as a by-product whenever helicopter flights are needed to reach a study glacier , or to reach ::
or:::
any:other field sitesin
general.
The strongest limitation to detecting subtle elevation changes over our 5-year observational period are higher-order vertical

5

and horizontal biases in the DEMs produced and thus in the DEM differences derived. These biases restrict the statistical
significance level of the elevation differences to a range of 0.5 – 1.0 m, although local patterns of elevation differences seem
significant to smaller values , as little :::::
values:as low
as 0.1 m.
::::::
Thermokarst processes and general ice loss on the lateral ice-cored moraine investigated are evident in our results and can be
10

valuable to map potential and degrading ground-ice content, or potential thicknesses of its debris cover (Tonkin et al., 2015).
other processes such as icing or erosion in and at the margins of stream channels, can
Also other processes , Furthermore,
::::::::::::::::::::::::
be quantified. Small elevation changes in other parts of the forefield show reasonable spatial patterns and change rates, but
higher-order DEM biases.
quantification of these changes is complicated by the above aforementioned
:::::::::::::
Most of the high-order biases visible,:such as the doming effect discussed by (James and Robson, 2014),:can be blamed on

15

the GoPro fish-eye lens: its calibration is challenging and the low-quality GNSS data was not sufficient to completely remove
the observed biases. However, the GPS :::::
GNSS:data still helped significantly (Figure 7). It must also be noted that even if the
lens’s field-of-view results in a very wide swath, it is impossible to use the whole image. This is because the viewing angle to
an object on the side of an image is so different to that in the middle of an image ; it is not recognizable that
it is recognizable
:::::::::::::::::
neither in the matching algorithm , (which leads to the absence of tie point detectionand failure ):::
nor:in the correlation step .
::::::

20

(which
fails in its area). Our study uses one of the worst type of camera system to use for photogrammetry, thereby exemplifying
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
some
of the worst-case accuracies that, if already good enough for some analysis, could be improved with better fitted cameras.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
We therefore recommend using a camera with less lens distortion and a more stable calibration a:::::
more:::::::::::
conventional ::::
lens ::::
with
less
distortion (i.e. a non fish-eye lens). Cameras from the Olympus Tough series, Panasonic FT series or Nikon AW series are
::::::::::::
good examples of field-worthy cameras that can produce better images (for our purpose) than a GoPro. ::::
Even::::::
better, :::::::::
higher-end

25

cameras (such as full frame DSLR or hybrids like the Sony A7S) are of course also available, but their use is subject to the

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

willingness
of the owner/user to strap them more or less precariously to an aircraft.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Finally, even with an optically satisfactory camera, there is still the inherent problem of correlating images on ::::
over the
white, contrast-free surface, of a landcsape landscape
covered in fresh snow, as seen in our test survey in the upper glacier
::::::::
sections. This will to some extent always be a problem when using optical imagery, although solutions are being developed,
30

e.g. increased color depth or cameras with sensor without infra-red filters (Nolan et al., 2015).

7

Data
Availability
::::::::::::::

The
original images (ca 4GB) and GNSS track log are available on request to the authors.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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